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Discover the American wilderness at its most pristine, most beautiful, most unforgettable. Flowing

grasses atop Mount Tamalpais. A mist-covered lake in the Adirondacks. Mount Washington as the

sun is setting. The incomparable Grand Canyon. And the North Cascadesâ€™ Mount Shuksan,

featured on the cover. With a dozen full-color portraits, each a marvel of natureâ€™s power, this

calendar is a vibrant tribute to North Americaâ€™s landscapes.
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As you would expect from Audubon, this calendar has beautiful views of natural scenes. Whether it

is the Canadian Rockies, New Hampshire's White Mountains or Utah's Zion National Park, the

images are gorgeous. Also, as a bonus on the bottom of each page are 2 animals that would be

typically found in the area pictured. There is also an informational paragraph about the location and

its importance.This is a great calendar that livens up any room

This is a lovely Calander, well proportioned, with beautiful stunning nature photos.Plus when you

buy it, part of the proceeds go to fighting the big corportate fossil fuel industry and their corrupt

greedy propaganda that would rather lie about the threat of global warming and CO2 emmisions by

calling it a hoax through a newly corrupt Political part and surrogate news serve - while deliberately

destroying our economy and more importantly the future of our children and planet.By the way, The

Green Peace Calander is also very nice, and is just a little less wide and longer. I prefer the

proportion of this calander a little more myself.



I have purchased the Audubon Nature Calendars for many years, and they have always been

excellent with beautiful pictures, as the 2015 calendar is!

As expected, wonderful Nature photography. Large size. Just 3 stars because the day numbers on

the calendar are NOT bold and dark and can't be seen well at a distance. Seems a calendar this

size would be easily readable. Will not be buying this brand calendar again.

A gift for my elderly parents. This is a sturdy/beautiful calendar to keep their many appointments in

order. Great, sturdy calendar.Pictures of places they've never seen.

Arrived on time and well packaged. Each month has a beautiful full page picture with two smaller

pictures beneath the calendar grid. A small paragraph explains the scenery should you want to

travel there! i absolutely love the quality of the images.

This year's calendar has some really over-high-contrast pictures (for example January!!).They have

improved it marginally by including dates from the previous month lead in ..e.g. Jan to Feb, in light

font.The holiday information needs to be slightly larger and darker to see from a couple of feet.

If you love great looking nature photography, then you will love the National Audubon Society's wall

calendar. The proceeds from the sale of these items goes towards a group that is outstanding in the

conservation of birds, other wildlife and healthy ecosystems dating back to 1905. Moreover, it looks

great on the wall in your home or office.
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